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- Abuse cases: data retention is harmful 
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- Why now is the time to get involved



UNITED STATES MISSION

TO THE EUROPEAN UNION

16 October 2001

Dear President Prodi,

I have the honour to transmit to you, from President Bush, a list of proposed actions that the 
European Union might undertake to help the United States in the international effort against 
terrorism. This letter is in response to the request made by Belgian Prime Minister Verhofstadt 
during the Summit meeting in Washington on 27 September. The list includes suggestions to 
intensify cooperation in the areas of terrorist financing, law enforcement, non-proliferation, border 
controls, transport security and multi-lateral/diplomatic support.

The US Government deeply appreciates the offer of the European Union to work closely with us 
against the scourge of terrorism, and hopes that this list will provide a good basis for futre discussion 
and cooperation.

Sincerely,

James J Foster

Deputy Chief of Mission



blair



So where are we now?





500 Million Suspects



225 per day          

every 6 minutes



“just traffic data”



- Traffic data allow to reveal who are your colleagues, 
acquaintances and friends in 90% of the cases.

- Traffic data allow to predict if you will meet a person in 
the next 12 hours in 90% of the cases.

- Traffic data of the last month allow to predict where you 
will be in the next 12 hours in 95% of all cases.

- Traffic data allow a prediction of your activities within 
the next 12 hours in 80% of the cases.

Source:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Relationship Inference, http://reality.media.mit.edu/dyads.php



Affected rights:
freedom of information
freedom of expression

freedom of assembly
freedom of organization



presumption of innocence?
anonymity?

free society?
dam breach?
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Bundesverfassungsgericht: 

- Access only under detailed circumstances, 
prescribed by specific law
 
- If telecoms data retention is pursued, other 
retention policies can be unconstitutional 
(banking, traveling, etc.)





Romanian Constitutional Court: 

- Principle of data retention in breach 
of article 8 ECHR

- “continuous limitation of privacy [...] makes  
the essence of the right disappear.”
- passive subject in communications: “the 
called person can become, without his will, 
suspect.”



“Taking surveillance measures, 
without adequate and sufficient 
safeguards, 
can lead to destroying 
democracy 
on the ground of defending it”



Hungarian 
Constitutional Court



Irish High Court



ECJ



General principles in EU case-law: 

- Respect for privacy and secrecy communications in art. 8 
ECHR 
- Surveillance must be 'strictly necessary', not merely 'useful' 
(EctHR Silver, §98)
- Proportionality: the more invasive, the higher the barrier
- Blanket retention of biometric data illegal, irrespective of its 
retention period (ECtHR Marper, §119-125) 
- If there exist “less restrictive alternatives” to prosecute 
serious crime, surveillance is illegal (recent judgement ECJ 
Schecke, §86)
- These principles apply to every aspect: retention, access 
conditions, further processing of data
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   STATE OF EVALUATION











   HARMONISATION FAILED
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STATE OF AFFAIRS IN THE 
COMMISSION





They did receive 
SOME data…

                  … but  
apparently  they 
asked a wrong 
question







“toys for the boys??”
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1 „Retention makes more data 
available to law enforcement“

➢ Much data is available without data 
retention.

➢ Does more data make a difference?
 

72% of data requests do not result in 
an indictment.



2 „Retained data is used to prosecute 
crime etc.“

➢ In 33% of criminal investigations, a 
lack of traffic data can be compensated

➢In total, blanket retention can make a 
difference to 0.002% of criminal 
investigations at most



2 „Retained data is used to prosecute 
crime etc.“

➢ Data retention disrupts the 
prosecution of crime:
 

46.4% used or planned to use an 
anonymization service.















Data retention is superfluous

➢ No statistically significant impact on 
crime or the investigation of crime
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CASES OF ABUSE









Function Creep
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Data retention is here to stay??





EP





edri



106 NGOs









    
Lobby power



    
community
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Why the time is now to get involved:

- We don't like data retention 
- The current situation is a mess
- We have the constitutional court 
decisions on our side
- We have the facts on our side
- Data retention causes serious harm to 
500 million Europeans



Why the time is now to get involved:

- First review after inception in 2005
- Last moment to attack the core 
principle of blanket data retention
- We need political momentum
- We need to build a strong European 
movement against blanket data 
retention



Why the time is now to 

GET INVOLVED

2011 will be the decisive year 
for ending data retention



workshop room B04 
Day 2, 20:00 hrs
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● http://www.flickr.com/photos/farmsanctuary1/2163457736/, Farm Sanctuary 3 January 2008

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/30003321@N00/3194346374/, Ali A 13 January 2008

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/joeltelling/74056670/ Joeltelling 16 December 2005

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/vincentteeuwen/2947007158/, Vincent Teeuwen 16 October 2008

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/dkpto/2741363430/, dkpto 7 August 2008,

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/cpurrin1/161291284/, Colin Purrington 5 June 2006

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/al-stan/809644775/, Al Fed 14 July 2007

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/darragh/253198387/, Darragh Sherwin, 26 September 2006

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/piaser/4649627826/, gwenflickr 27 February 2010

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/rodimuspower/4406716881/, rodimupower, 4 March 2010

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/laihiu/3264237526/, laihiu 8 February 2009,

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/jelles/2902422030/,JelleS  30 September 2008

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/caius/2300154566/, ©aius 29 February 2008

● http://www.flickr.com/photos/asterios/2857013126, 0neiros 23 December 2010

● http://www.vorratsdatenspeicherung.de, AK Vorrat, 23 December 2010
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